
ME482/MFG492 Machining Processes 

American Broach & Machine (ABM) Plant Visit and Report Requirements 

We will have our plant visit to ABM on Mar. 8 (Wed) during the regular lecture hours.  This plant visit is to 

enhance your understanding in machine tools and broaching process, as well as the manufacturing 

industry.  For a great company visit and trip report, we need to prepare for the visit (i.e. study ABM and 

their products before the visit), understand the demonstration and introduction, relate your observation 

to what we have learned, ask smart questions, and take notes. 

1. Logistics 

 Bring your safety glasses! 

 Arrival time          9:00 am sharp 

 Address    

o New plant: 535 S Mansfield St, Ypsilanti, MI 48197  

o Old plant: 575 S Mansfield St, Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

 Two groups   

o Teams 1-9:    go to the new plant first at 9 am then switch to the old plant. 

o Teams 10-15: go to the old plant first at 9 am. then switch. 

 

 Transportation         Carpool by course project teams. One car per team. Parking space is limited.  

 Remote students      Watch plant visit video on Canvas.  

 Be polite, professional, and thankful to all ABM people during your visit.   

2. Report requirements 

Each team will work together on the report and have one team member submit it via Canvas assignment.  

The submission deadline is Mar. 17 (Fri) before the lecture.  The trip report should have two parts: 

Part I.  Description about the company, products, major customers, competitive advantages (how they 

make money and be successful), etc.  ABM exists because they are successful in selling and serving 

broaches and broaching machines for their customers.  You need to identify and understand their 

strengths.  On the other hand, like all companies, ABM must have many challenges.  You could 

point out their challenges, particularly on tooling and machine tools, in your report (not on-site). 

Part II.  Information on the six components of their major machine tool products and the machine tools 

for production.  You do not have to target on a specific machine tool.  Just document what you 

have learned from the visit about the machine tool components, especially for the broaching and 

gear grinding machines.   

 Machine base/frame: material/type and why 

 Linear and rotary slides: roller, ball, hydrodynamic, or hydrostatic 

 Spindles: roller, ball, hydrodynamic, or hydrostatic spindle (exist in the broach grinder but may 

not exist in a broaching machine) 

 Drive and actuator – DC, AC or hydraulic motors, direct drive or gear box transmission, etc.  

 Sensor (position, velocity and acceleration) and computer control (vendor, model, etc.) 

 Cutting fluid and delivery and tooling systems: type of cutting fluids, fluid delivery system, tool 

and tool materials/coatings, tool holders 


